266	Accidence	[§ 534
The verbs with a long diphthong or vowel in the stem
generally had w in all forms of the verb. Like gierwan
are conjugated hierwan, to despise, ill-treat; nierwan, to
constrain; sierwan, to contrive, plot; smierwan, to anoint,
smear. Isewan (pret. Isewde), to betray} and similarly
forslsewan, to delay, be slow] getriewan, to trust] hleo-
wan, hliewan, to shelter, warm; lewan, to show, disclose.
siowan, seowan (Goth, siujan, OHG. siuwen) from
older *siuwjan (cp. § 138), to sew, pret. siowede, seowede
from older *siwide; from the pret. was formed a new inf.
si(o)wian after the analogy of class II, with preterite
siowode, seowode. spiowan, speswan from *spiuwjan
older *spiwwjan (§ 254), to spit, pret. spiowede, speo-
wede from *spiwide, beside spiode, speode, formed
direct from the present; from the pret. spiowede was
formed a new inf. spi(o)wian after the analogy of class II.
streowan (Goth, straujan), to strew, pret. streowede
beside strewede (Goth, strawida), § 77, from which a new
inf. streowian, strewian was formed after the analogy of
class II, pret. streowode.
§ 534. A certain number of verbs belonging to class I
formed their preterite and past participle already in prim.
Germanic without the medial vowel -i-, as bycgan (Goth,
bugjan), to buy, pret. bohte (Goth, baiihta), pp. geboht
(Goth, batihts); }>encan (Goth. Jmgkjan), to think, pret.
>ohte  (Goth.  J>ahta,  § 40),  pp.   gef»5ht (Goth. >ahts),
whence the absence  of i-umlaut in the pret. and past
participle of verbs of this type.    In addition to a few verbs
which  had long  stems  originally,   they embrace verbs
whose present stems end in cc, 11 from West Germanic kj
and Ij (§ 254).    On the interchange between c and h, see
§ 240*   At a later period the preterite and pp. of verbs
with -ecc- in the present were re-formed with e from the
present, as cweccan, cwehte, gecweht; and similarly
t^can, prim. Germanic *raikjan, *taikjan, gener-

